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History - Then
• Mid-20th century
• Employer and employee “split” the
“dollars” from cash value life insurance
• Originally death proceeds and employer
retains right to cash value

History - Now
• Plans are more creative
• Portion of cash value to employee
– In force after termination
– Supplemental compensation
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Types of Split Dollar Plans
Three types depending upon policy
ownership
1. Employer-owned = Endorsement
2. Employee-owned = Collateral
3. Jointly-owned = Joint ownership
arrangement

Tax Implications
• IRS struggled to determine proper taxation
• 2003 – Treasury Reg § 1.61-22 Taxation of
split dollar life insurance arrangements
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Who Owns the Policy?
1. Employer-owned = Endorsement
 Economic benefit regime (EBR)

2. Employee-owned = Collateral
 Collateral assignment regime (CBR)

3. Jointly-owned = Joint ownership
arrangement
 If first listed owner is employer, then EBR. If
employee, then CAR.

Annual Taxation: Non-equity and EBR
• Value of death benefit is taxable to
employee based on carrier or IRS tables
• Employee can
– Pay taxable value to employer
OR
– Report value as taxable income
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Annual Taxation: Collateral Assignment
• Employer premium payment is deemed as
loan to employee
• Interest on “loans” must be
– Paid by employee
OR
– Imputed as income to the employee
OR
– Paid from death proceeds

Regulatory Considerations
Safety and Soundness
• Portion of assets in policy – concentration
• Financial strength of carrier
• Recovery of assets
• Financial penalties for withdrawals
• Expected rate of return
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Collateral Assignment
Split Dollar

Plan Overview
Credit union pays premium on life insurance
policy with two components:
1. Creates fund for Executive – tax-free
retirement income
2. Death proceeds:
 Repays premium + interest; key person
coverage
 Tax-free death benefit to beneficiary
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Plan Details
• Executive owns policy; IRS treats premium
as loan
• Non-recourse loan but recovery secured
by collateral assignment of cash values
and death proceeds
• Interest rate locked in at long-term AFR
• Plan conforms to Treasury Regs and
NCUA Guidance

Shortfall Analysis
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Compensation

Existing Benefit Plans
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Retirement Goal

Shortfall
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Key Plan Decisions
•
•
•
•

Vesting?
Capped or uncapped?
Recourse or non-recourse?
Excess death benefit?
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Vesting?
When will the executive be granted rights to the
benefit under voluntary termination?
OPTIONS
1. Immediate
2. Level annual
3. Cliff vesting events

4. Custom schedule
5. 100% cliff vesting

Capped or Uncapped?
Does the executive participate in the upside
if the policy outperforms target projections?
OPTIONS
1. Benefit limited to target payments
2. Benefit unlimited
3. Benefit can be increased above target up
to a specified amount
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Recourse or Non-recourse?
Are the executive’s assets (other than the split
dollar policy) subject to loan repayment claims?
OPTIONS
1. Non-recourse
2. Partial recourse
3. Full recourse
4. Temporary recourse agreement

Excess Death Benefit?
How will the death benefit above and
beyond the loan repayment and executive
benefit payments be divided?
OPTIONS
1. 100% of excess to executive
2. 100% of excess to credit union
3. Custom split
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Is Split Dollar
Still Relevant?

Yes!
• Balance sheet
• Mitigate excess tax risks and implications
• Efficiencies
 Tax-free income
 Asset vs liability

• Low interest rate environment
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Thank you!
Tyler Talbot, Regional Vice President
801-232-9305
Tyler_Talbot@ajg.com

Save the Date ‐ March 29, 2018
ICYMI: What’s New in Executive Benefits
BFB Gallagher is the NAFCU Services Preferred Partner for Executive
Benefits and Compensation Consulting. More educational resources are
available at www.nafcu.org/BFB.

Important Disclosures
•

Securities offered through Kestra Investment Services, LLC (Kestra IS),
member FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through Kestra
Advisory Services, LLC (Kestra AS), an affiliate of Kestra IS. Kestra IS and
Kestra AS are not affiliated with BFB Gallagher (BFB), Arthur J. Gallagher &
Co. or Gallagher Benefit Services, Inc.

•

Please note that all investments are subject to market and other risk factors,
which could result in loss of principal. Fixed income securities carry interest
rate risk. As interest rates rise, bond prices usually fall, and vice versa.

•

Mutual funds and ETFs are sold by prospectus only. Before investing,
investors should carefully consider the investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses of a mutual fund or ETF. The fund prospectus
provides this and other important information. Please contact your
representative or the Company to obtain a prospectus. Please read the
prospectus carefully before investing or sending money.
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